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Abstract—This paper presents a fractional frequency reuse
optimization scheme based on capacity density. It assigns a
given user to the frequency subband with maximum achievable
capacity density (bit/s/m2 ). We formulate the optimization
problem and solve it by simulation. Unlike in previous work,
the problem is solved assuming interference limitation in all
subbands. A sectorized layout with three-dimensional antenna
radiation patterns is utilized, which includes the effect of antenna
downtilting on the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio distribution. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme
outperforms conventional Reuse-1- and Reuse-3 schemes in terms
of average- and cell-edge performance.
Index Terms—Fractional Frequency Reuse, Co-Channel Interference Mitigation, Reuse-Partitioning, Capacity Density.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Downlink throughput performance in cellular systems is
mainly limited by Inter-cell Interference (ICI). Traditionally,
ICI is handled by classical clustering techniques, of which a
cellular network using a Frequency Reuse Factor of 3 (FRF3 )
would be an example. While these Co-Channel Interference
(CCI) mitigation techniques reduce interference, which is
especially crictical for users at the cell edge, they compromise
system throughput due to the resource partitioning [1–8].
In order to balance the cell-edge throughput and the overall
throughput, Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) has been proposed [9–12]. This reuse partitioning scheme combines the
benefits of low and high Frequency Reuse Factors (FRFs)
by dividing the cell in two zones: center and edge. The total
available bandwidth BTOT is split into a center band BFR and
an edge band BPR . While the center band is reused with a low
reuse factor by all users in the center zones, thus denominated
Full Reuse (FR) zones, the edge band, assigned to the Partial
Reuse (PR) zones, utilizes a higher order reuse scheme in
order to better serve edge users. As common in literature [2–
5, 10–13], FRF1 is used for the FR zones, while the PR zones
employ FRF3 .
Unlike in previous work [12, 14], interference limitation is
assumed in the PR zones. So, the Signal-to-Interference-plusNoise Ratio (SINR) in this zones is not reduced to an Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR), which directly impacts the achievable
performance of the partitioning scheme. The commonly found
flat scenario [1, 11–14] is extended by taking transmitterand receiver height and Three-dimensional (3-D) antenna
radiation patterns into account. This system model allows the
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Fig. 1: Cellular system with hexagonal sectors. Sites are
separated by a distance d, each holding three sectors separated
120◦ . U (x, y) shows a user positioned at (x, y).

investigation on the impact of antenna tilting on the systems
achievable performance.
Although throughput is the practical measure, we used
channel capacity [15] as a theoretical upper bound and as
performance metric which allows for more convenient mathematical expressions.
Overall capacity does not provide information about the
single users’ performance. Therefore, the achievable per-user
capacity (bit/s/User) is investigated. For its analysis, the
concept of per-area capacity (bit/s/Unit of Surface), also
termed capacity density will be introduced. With the assumption of constant user density, both concepts are equivalent1 .
It is therefore analogously used to the per-user performance
throughout this paper.
FFR optimization in this work is aimed at maximizing
the average capacity density c, while satisfying a minimum
required c5% cell-edge performance (analogous to the concept
of ensuring a minimum edge user throughput) and minimizing
the c95% peak performance loss (analogous to the peak user
throughput).
After introducing the system model in Section II, the target
of this work is translated into an optimization problem in
1 see

Section III-D

Section III. Section IV proposes an optimal solution, which
is verified in Section V by simulations in a 3-D sectorized
scenario. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
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II. S YSTEM M ODEL
For the system model, a hexagonal grid layout of cells,
each consisting of three regularly shaped sectors, as shown
in Figure 1, is utilized. Each site is equipped with three
directional antennas, spaced out 120◦ .
In this paper, the channel power gain between two points
separated by a distance r is restricted to the path loss. To model
the macroscopic path loss, an exponential path loss model is
used [16], expressed as L(r)|dB = 20 log10 (c0 /(4πfc )) −
α10 log10 (r), where α is the path loss exponent, c0 denotes
the speed of light and fc is the center frequency.
Let GTx (x, y)|dB denote the additional power gain of a
directional antenna at position (x, y). Then, assuming that BS0
is located at the coordinate origin, the received power density
pRx (x, y) (dBm/Hz) is expressed as
p

x2 + y 2 |dB ,
pRx (x, y)| dBm = pTx | dBm +GTx (x, y)|dB +L
Hz
Hz
(1)
where pTx | dBm is the transmit power density and the antenna
Hz
gain GTx (x, y)|dB is obtained from the radiation pattern of
the antenna.
III. R EUSE -PARTITIONING O PTIMIZATION
Typically, ICI mitigation techniques are confronted with
the problem that enhanced cell-edge performance is traded
off against overall system throughput [1, 2, 11, 14, 17, 18].
Optimization of ICI mitigation schemes aims at maximizing
overall throughput while maintaining a minimum performance
at cell-edge and minimizing peak performance loss. However,
overall throughput does not provide information about the
performance of the single users. Therefore, optimization in
this paper aims at maximizing the average per-user throughput,
which is represented by the concept of capacity density, as
displayed in Section III-D.
A. Optimization Problem
An FFR partitioning scheme splits the cell and the total
available bandwidth BTOT in two parts: center and edge. As
shown in Figure 2, FFR completely isolates the center- and
cell-edge frequency bands. Therefore, BTOT = BFR + 3BPR ,
where BFR and BPR denote the FR- and PR bandwidths
respectively. The normalized FR bandwidth βFR is defined as
βFR = BFR /BTOT , with βFR ∈ [0, 1]. The FR- and PR zones
are separated by the partitioning boundary ρ (see Figure 2).
The FFR partitioning scheme is then parametrized by the pair
(ρ, βFR ).
∗
The aim is to find the optimal pair2 (ρ∗ , βFR
) to maximize
per-user performance while achieving a minimum performance
2 The symbol
problem

∗

indicates optimal values in terms of the optimization
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Fig. 2: FFR scheme using FRF3 : Cell cluster (left) and
bandwidth partitioning (right).

at cell edge and minimum peak-performance loss. Thus, the
problem can be formulated as
max
subject to

c (ρ, βFR )

(2)

0 ≤ βFR ≤ 1
ρ ∈ Acell
c5% ≥ c1
c95% ≥ c2 ,

where the first two constraints represent the FFR scheme
and the last two the cell-edge (c5% ) and peak (c95% ) constraints (c1 , c2 ), respectively. The average capacity density
c (ρ, βFR ) as a measure for the average per-user throughput
is defined in Section III-D. The term Asector denotes the
corresponding sector region.
B. Bandwidth Density and Capacity Density
Considering a uniform probability distribution of the users
over the cell, varying the partitioning boundary ρ effectively
alters the amount of physical resources that can be allocated
to each user. As a zone (FR or PR) increases in size, so
decreases the amount of resources per user on it. To take this
into account in the analysis, a normalized bandwidth density
bρ,βFR (x, y) (Hz/Unit of Surface) is defined as
( βFR
(x, y) ∈ FR zone
AFR (ρ) ,
1
(3)
bρ,βFR (x, y) =
3 (1−βFR )
(x, y) ∈ PR zone,
APR (ρ) ,
with AFR (ρ) and APR (ρ) denoting the area of the
FR- and PR zones, respectively. A user at position
(x, y) then achieves a capacity density (per-area capacity
(bit/s/Unit of Surface)):
cρ,βFR (x, y) = bρ,βFR (x, y) log2 (1 + γρ (x, y)) ,

(4)

where γρ (x, y) denotes the SINR at position (x, y). With

SINRFR (x, y), (x, y) ∈ FR zone
γρ (x, y) =
(5)
SINRPR (x, y), (x, y) ∈ PR zone,

C. User Distribution
A user located at (x, y) is either assigned to the FR- or PR
zone. The zones differ in allocated bandwidth and experienced
SINR (see Figure 2). Thus, the position of the users influences
the optimal bandwidth allocation and whether a user should
be allocated to the FR- or PR zone.
The user distribution is described by a user-density function u(x, y) (Users/Unit of Surface). In this paper, the user
density is assumed to be constant, i.e., u(x, y) = u.
D. Definition of Average Capacity Density
As a performance metric for the optimization target, the
average capacity density (bit/s/Unit of Surface) is utilized.
The average per-user capacity (bit/s/User) is defined as
ZZ
1
c(x, y)
c=
dxdy,
(9)
Acell
u(x, y)

y

x

capacity density

for a given partitioning boundary (ρ), (4) can be rewritten
as:

cFR,ρ,βFR (x, y),
(x, y) ∈ FR zone
cρ,βFR (x, y) =
cPR,ρ,βPR (x, y),
(x, y) ∈ PR zone,
(6)
where
βFR
log2 (1 + SINRFR (x, y)) , (7)
cFR,ρ,βFR (x, y) =
AFR (ρ)
1
(1 − βFR )
cPR,ρ,βFR (x, y) = 3
log2 (1 + SINRPR (x, y)) .
APR (ρ)
(8)
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Fig. 3: Capacity densities along the center axis of a hexagonal
sector. The optimum switching point, contained in ρ∗ , is given
by the point where cFR = cPR .
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Fig. 4: 3-D sectorized scenario

Acell

where Acell denotes the cell region, Acell the corresponding
area, c(x, y) (bit/s/Unit of Surface) is the capacity density,
as defined in (4) and u(x, y) denotes the user density.
Assuming the user density to be constant (u(x, y) = u), (9)
can be further simplified.
Then, for the analysis of the optimization problem, the
concepts of per-user capacity and capacity density (i.e.,
per-area capacity) are fully equivalent. In this work, the
user density is therefore obviated and capacity density
c (bit/s/Unit of Surface) is employed as performance metric. Cell-edge capacity (c5% ) and peak capacity
 (c95% ) also
refer to per-area capacity densities bit/s/m2 .
In terms of FFR, the average capacity density as a measure
for the average per-user performance is formulated as:

ZZ
1 
c (ρ, βFR ) =
cFR,ρ,βFR (x, y)dxdy
(10)

Acell
AFR (ρ)



IV. O PTIMIZATION P ROPOSAL
To maximize the average capacity density, we allocate a user
either to an FR- or PR zone, according to where the capacity
density is higher:
cFFR,ρ,βFR (x, y) = max (cFR,ρ,βFR (x, y), cPR,ρ,βFR (x, y)).
(11)
Figure 3 illustrates the switching point for a cut of the
cell. The capacity densities for FR (red) and PR (green) are
calculated by applying (7) and (8) along the center axis of a
hexagonal cell. Then, the optimal partitioning boundary (ρ∗ )
is calculated as
ρ∗ = {(x, y)|cFR,ρ,βFR (x, y) = cPR,ρ,βFR (x, y)} .

(12)

In the next section, the performance of this capacity densitybased FFR scheme is evaluated and compared to the FRF1
and FRF3 cases.

ZZ
+


cPR,ρ,βFR (x, y)dxdy  ,

APR (ρ)

where AFR (ρ) and APR (ρ) are the regions of the FR- and
PR zone and AFR (ρ) and APR (ρ) their corresponding areas,
with Acell = AFR (ρ) + APR (ρ). Thus, cFR,ρ,βFR (x, y) and
cPR,ρ,βFR (x, y) denote the capacity densities in the FR- and
PR zone respectively, as defined in (7) and (8).

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this setting, the cell cluster is composed of a center
cell (BS0 ) surrounded by six direct neighbors (BS1 . . . BS6 ),
as shown in Figure 2. The following assumptions have been
made:
• Each site is equipped with three Kathrein 742 215 antennas, which are used in real network deployments [19].
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TABLE I: Simulation parameters of 3-D sectorized scenario
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Fig. 6: Relative capacity density gains of FFR over FRF1
scheme in 3-D sectorized scenario. Results depicted for electrically downtilting antennas by 8◦ (solid) and 0◦ (dashed),
respectively.
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Fig. 5: SINR ECDF curves for 3-D sectorized scenario. Dots
mark the average SINR.

•

•
•

The main radiation directions, for which an antenna gain
of 18 dBi is achieved, are spaced out 120◦ .
Transmitter height (hTx ) and receiver height (hRx ) are
set to hTx = 20 m and hRx = 1.5 m [20], as shown in
Figure 4.
A worst-case interference situation, where all interfering
Base Stations (BSs) are transmitting maximum power.
Constant user density within the cells.

The simulation parameters are listed in Table I. Results are
evaluated for the center cell (BS0 ), while the surrounding
cells serve as interferers. The corresponding received power
densities are calculated by applying (1), where GTx (x, y)|dB
is obtained from the antenna radiation pattern. In this way, the
SINRs in the FR- and PR zones can be determined.
One enhancement performed in network deployments and
usually not taken into account, is antenna tilting [2–5, 9, 11,
12, 14]. By tilting, the transmitted signal power is focused
more strongly into the corresponding target sector and also
interference in the adjacent cells is reduced. By means of
it, the SINR distribution is changed, as Figure 5 shows for
an example of 0◦ (dashed) and 8◦ (solid) downtilting. In
literature, the simplifying assumption of noise limitation in
the PR zones due to the higher FRF is usually taken [12, 14].
This setup, however, assumes interference limitation both in
the PR- and FR zones.
The performance of the proposed FFR optimization method
is evaluated for a case where no downtilting is applied, as well
as for an 8◦ downtilt case.

Given the unique mapping between ρ∗ and βFR , as shown
in (12) and Figure 3, the optimization target in (2) can be
expressed as a function of solely βFR , for which results
are shown in Figure 6 for the non-tilted (dashed line) and
downtilted (solid line) cases. The figure depicts the relative
gain respective to an FRF1 system for the average (c), edge
(c5% ) and peak (c95% ) capacity densities. In the results, we
identify three relevant result sets:
•
•
•

βFR = 0.40: No loss in average performance compared
to an FRF1 scheme.
βFR = 0.66: Cell-edge performance equivalent to FRF3
scheme.
βFR = 0.75: Maximum achievable average capacity
density.

It is found that the proposed FFR scheme outperforms
an FRF1 scheme in terms of average capacity density for
βFR > 0.4. The maximum achievable gain in terms of
average capacity density c will depend on how restrictive the
edge performance constraint c1 is set relative to the total
bandwidth. Without the cell-edge constraint, the maximum
average capacity density is achieved at βFR = 0.75, where, in
the downtilted case, FFR outperforms the FRF1 scheme by
8.68% in terms of average performance (c), 61.81% in edge
capacity (c5% ), and 5.21% in peak capacity (c95% ).
Thus, the proposed FFR scheme can effectively improve
average, edge, and even peak performance. Results also show
that, when utilizing antenna downtilting, the effect of FFR is
magnified.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
In this work, an optimized Fractional Frequency Reuse
partitioning scheme based on the concept of capacity density

was proposed and evaluated by extensive simulation. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme was verified in a sectorized
cell layout, using Three-dimensional antenna radiation patterns
and applying electrical downtilting. Partial Reuse zones were
assumed interference limited.
Compared to a conventional Reuse-1 scheme, simulation
results show significant improvements in terms of average- and
peak performance, while achieving a cell-edge performance
comparable to a conventional Reuse-3 scheme. The gains were
enhanced through antenna tilting due to the more optimal
SINR distribution.
The proposed Fractional Frequency Reuse partitioning thus
exploits the scarce spectral resource more efficiently than conventional Reuse-1 and Reuse-3 schemes, in terms of average-,
peak- and cell-edge performance, thus improving the efficiency
with which the limited amount of available bandwidth is
employed.
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